Modern, manycore processors are increasingly using high-bandwidth memory (HBM) to provide the necessary memory bandwidth to high core counts. The Knights Landing processor is one example, which is paired with a three-dimensional (3D) stacked memory, and a multi-channel direct random access memory (MCDRAM). The MCDRAM offers high-bandwidth memory, however, it is also important to understand the latency of the memory and how the memory will respond to noncontiguous accesses. This work provides information to programmers about how their applications will perform, and which of the many memory settings that will provide the best performance. These settings are non-trivial and can have a large impact on application performance. In addition to several micro-benchmarks, this work shows that using the MCDRAM can provide speedups up to 3.7x for a congregant gradient application, while giving slowdowns of 3x for certain hash table implementations. Given this range of performance, it is essential for programmers to understand this memory technology and how to use it appropriately.
3 The Knights Landing architecture of the Intel Xeon Phi line consists of a manycore processor with unique architecture and features targeted at highly parallel workloads (Intel nd) . This version of the Xeon Phi has several changes that make it fundamentally different from its predecessors. The move away from being a co-processor to the main bootable central processing unit (CPU) will change how programmers use the chip and possibly increase the types of problems that it is suited to solve. Additionally, the Knights Landing processor is paired with a threedimensional (3D) stacked memory technology and a multi-channel direct random access memory (MCDRAM). This is a high-bandwidth memory that can be configured in a variety of ways, including as a cache to main memory. These types of high-bandwidth memory technologies are becoming increasingly common with manycore chips that require more memory bandwidth to feed the large number of cores.
The MCDRAM configuration options add a level of complexity for the programmers using this system, including the administrators that configure them. These settings are set at boot time, and affect both system performance and how the programmers interact with the system. Using the MCDRAM can be as simple as setting it to act as a transparent cache to main memory, or can be as involved as changing the program to be aware of the memory. These choices will need to be considered and evaluated in the context of the types of applications run at a given center.
While the theoretical bandwidth of the MCDRAM is very high, it is necessary to look at the memory performance using benchmarks to understand how it will behave when used by applications. Common linear algebra kernels read in multiple streams of memory, including write to others, and occurs, and therefore, it is important to understand the memory performance under these conditions. Understanding the latency of the MCDRAM, both in cached mode and when directly addressed, is another important consideration. While applications with good spatial locality should see performance improvements from the high-bandwidth memory, how will the latency effect applications with sparse access patterns? Additionally, programmers need to understand how the different MCDRAM modes affect these same performance characteristics in order to completely understand the consequences of their configuration choices. While cached mode negates the need to change application code, it is unclear how its performance benefits will compare to directly addressing the MCDRAM.
Background
The Intel Xeon Phi is a line of computer processors that are highly parallel, utilizing many integrated cores (Intel nd) . Initial versions of the Phi's were designed to be used as coprocessors, connecting to the Peripheral Component Interconnect (PCI) bus and performing calculations that were offloaded by the main processor. These coprocessors required special programming techniques to offload the calculations. Additionally, the data movement from the main processor to the co-processor could be costly if there were not enough computations to amortize the transfer time.
With the Knights Landing version of the Phi, launched in 2016, the processor can be used as the systems main and only processor, instead of being used strictly as a coprocessor. This greatly eases the burden placed on programmers when migrating code to this new architecture. It also eliminates the need for data transfer to the Phi making it applicable for more types of applications. Due to the parallel nature of the Phi, one of its main target markets is supercomputing, and Knights Landing has already been named as an offering by vendors (HPC Wire 2016).
The Knights Landing version of the Phi, has several additional improvements over past versions, including being paired with MCDRAM, a high-bandwidth 3D stacked memory. 3D stacked memory stacks DRAM dies directly on top of each other, allowing for short wire distances and extra pins (Loh 2008) . This technique offers 4x bandwidth improvements with Intels MCDRAM implementation (Colfax International 2016). With ever increasing numbers of cores on processors, innovate memory solutions are being proposed to feed the processors. While the MCDRAM is Intels implementation of this technology , similar versions can be expected to become increasingly common in high-end computer systems.
Objectives
The objectives of this study and technical report (TR) were to perform and document a series of micro and macro benchmarks performed on the MCDRAM. These results provide insight into the behavior of this memory that will assist programmers with understanding what memory mode to use with their associated applications. Using the MCDRAM in cached mode can provide up to 4x speedup for streaming kernels, while directly addressing memory in flat mode provides up to 6x speedup, a non-trivial difference. Additionally, hash implementations with sparse memory access can see a 3x slowdown when run in MCDRAM, whereas a conjugant gradient application sees a 3.7x speedup. It is clear that no one configuration will be right for all applications, and that the cached mode setting, while seeming innocuous, can lead to slowdowns.
Approach
The approach of this study is to perform a series of micro and macro benchmarks on the MCDRAM. These benchmarks range for computationally intensive with dense memory access patterns to input/output (IO) bound applications with sparse accesses.
Scope
This study's scope is limited to a single compute unit with the Knights Landing version of the Phi and MCDRAM. It does not explore the effects of MCDRAM on distributed computations.
System Specification and Configurations
The Xeon Phi system used in this work was a single node developer's access platform obtained from Colfax research. * The system hosts a single Intel Xeon Phi 7210 processor (codenamed Knights Landing) as the only processor in the system (Intel 2018) . The Xeon Phi 7210 has 64 cores with a base frequency of 1.3 gigahertz (GHz), and a max frequency of 1.5GHz.
Each processing core has a 32 kilobyte (KB) data cache and shares a shared 1 megabyte (MB) L2 cache. Two cores are paired with one L2 cache, four vector processing units, and a cache tag directory to form a single tile, as shown in Figure 1 . Each of these tiles are connected via a two dimensional (2D) mesh, and are arranged as shown in Figure 2 . The system has 100 gigabytes (GB) of dynamic random access memory (DRAM) memory, in addition to 16 GB of MCDRAM, and a 3D DRAM technology stacked directly on the processor die. This MCDRAM is reported to have speeds over 400 gigabits/second (GB/s), compared to 90 GB/s for the DDR4 main memory. Version 16 of the Intel Parallel Studio was provided with the system and is used to compile all benchmarks. All programs are compiled with the new AVX 512 instruction flags (Colfax International 2016b). These new, longer vector instructions are also new to the Knights Landing version of the Phi, but will not be discussed in detail due to the focus on the MCDRAM memory. The MCDRAM can be used in several ways, some of which are transparent to the programmer, and some of which involve explicit programmer interaction * . When run in cache mode, the MCDRAM is used as a last level cache to main memory, and is not accessible by the programmer directly. This mode requires no work by the programmer, but comes with an inherent risk. While the bandwidth in cache mode can be far better than using regular memory, the latency could be much worse. When the MCDRAM is used as a cache, it is added to the critical path for a miss, thus, increasing the miss-latency. Programs that have very large memory footprints with sparse access patterns could potentially see performance degradation.
The MCDRAM can also be used in Flat mode, which allows the programmer to explicitly choose what goes into the MCDRAM. This can be done in two ways. The first is completed programmatically via an API, the second does not involve changing the program, but places the entire memory space in MCDRAM. To specifically allocate MCDRAM within a program, the programmer can use the Memkind library to call a special malloc function. This requires modifying the program, but in only a minor way, because the Memkind API is semantically similar to malloc. This approach gives the distinct advantage that programmers can choose what memory blocks they would like to place in the MCDRAM.
The second way to use the high-bandwidth memory does not require any program modifications, but runs the entire program in MCDRAM. Using numactl, programs can be run using only the MCDRAM, so long as the memory footprint does not exceed the MCDRAM size (16 GB).
Hybrid modes can also be employed that divide a portion of the MCDRAM for cache and a portion for programmer use. This mode could be useful if a specific application was going to run that only needed a portion of the high-bandwidth memory for a critical array and the programmer still wanted to use the rest as a cache.
The Knights Landing can also be configured to act as multiple nodes on the same chip, with each node able to use cached or flat MCDRAM (Colfax International 2016a). The single node cluster settings divided the chip into two or four regions, with each region being assigned memory and MCDRAM located nearby on the 2D grid. Processors are also divided so that processors in the same node are located physically adjacent to one another. This prevents network congestion on the 2D grid by preventing communication outside of any quadrant on the grid. These modes can easily be used with hybrid MPI/OpenMP programs by adjusting the number of MPI processes per node and the number of OpenMP threads per process.
A key limitation to these modes is the need to reboot the system in order to change modes. In many supercomputing centers, users do not have permission to perform this operation, and special scheduler support is needed. Generally, single node reboots take 10-15 minutes to obtain the system image and run all configuration and tests, however, this time can increase as multiple nodes try to transfer the system image over the network. This reboot time would be quickly amortized by the long running jobs these systems utilize.
3 Benchmarks
Stream
Stream is a common benchmark used to measure the maximum bandwidth of a memory system (McCalpin 1995 Each of these tests are performed over an array that is large enough not to be cacheable. For multiprocessors, like the Phi, OpenMP is used to measure the total bandwidth from all processors, which is much higher than what a single processor can achieve.
LMbench
LMbench is a suite of performance tools used to measure basic system metrics (McVoy and Staelin 1996) . While there are a large number of tests in the suite, this work will focus on one that measures memory latency and one that measures memory bandwidth.
Lat_mem_rd
Lat_mem_rd measures the latency of a memory system. In order to capture the latency of every level of the memory hierarchy Lat_mem_rd performs multiple read operations within an array with a given stride. A range of strides and array sizes are used to completely understand the memory system latency. Small array sizes fit in a given cache, so when testing those sizes, you are measuring the latency of that one particular cache. As array size increases, the computer cannot cache all the data any longer, so the next level cache latency is the effective latency. Eventually, the array becomes large enough that the benchmark is measuring the main memory latency. Different stride sizes are used to avoid the effects of large cache line sizes and prefetchers. Generally, if a given stride is producing a lower latency for a certain size than other stride sizes, that stride is getting multiple hits in the same cache line or getting hits from a prefetcher.
Bw_mem
Bw_mem measures the bandwidth of the memory system. Different options are available including a read test, a write test, and a read/write test. The size of the buffer to be used by the test is also configurable. In tests performed for this study, the read option with a 400MB buffer was used. This test was used to measure individual process performance on the various memory systems as the number of threads increase.
Google hash table
These hash table benchmarks were created by Google and provided several hash table implementations, including a performance test to compare them (Google nd). There are two hash table implementations included, a sparse hash map, and a dense hash map. The sparse hash map uses quadratic probing, and generally keeps about half of the buckets empty. The dense hash map also uses quadratic probing and keeps about twothirds of the buckets empty. This offers better performance at the expense of memory. The performance test also times the hash function provided in the c ++ library, which in this case is from Intels icpc 16.0.3.
The performance tests measure several functions of the API including map_grow, map_predict/grow, map_replace, map_fetch_random, map_fetch_sequential, map_fetch_empty, map_remove, map_toggle, and map_iterate. In order to save space when necessary, a geometric mean on the speedups of these measures will be used, with any noteworthy metrics highlighted in the text.
Intel benchmarks
Three benchmarks were included with Intel Parallel Studio version 16 including, a single node LINPACK (Intel 2018a), multi-node LINPACK (Intel 2018b) , and conjugant gradient (Intel 2018c ). All benchmarks were compiled following Intels gui delines that included the use of the AVX 512 instructions. These benchmarks were not run to determine the maximum numbers for this particular system, to do that, more benchmark tuning would presumably be required. Instead, these benchmarks serve as examples of reasonably tuned programs and are meant to be used to compare performance of the various memory subsystem modes. Table 1 shows the bandwidth measurements from the stream benchmark for each memory configuration and each test within the benchmark. For each test, multiple sizes and numbers of threads were used, and the values in Table 1 represent the maximum measured bandwidth of these settings. The add benchmark performs the best, utilizing two input arrays, one output array, and minimal arithmetic. The maximum measured bandwidth is 446.6 GB/s which surpasses the claimed bandwidth of 400GB/s. In all cases, using the MCDRAM in cached mode outperformed the regular DRAM only memory, seeing speedups of 3.3-4x. Using the MCDRAM as the only memory provided the best results, seeing speedups of 4.6-6.3x over traditional DRAM memory. Figure 3 shows the performance of the stream benchmark as the number of threads used increases from 1 to 256. The number 256 was chosen as the maximum number of threads because each processing core on the Knights Landing processor is designed to simultaneously run four threads. Figure 3 shows the results for traditional DRAM memory. As the number of threads increases, the total bandwidth increases up to about 32 threads. At this point, the main memory is saturated and little improvement is seen, with the bandwidth staying near 70 GB/s. Figure 4 shows the stream results on the MCDRAM in cached mode. Cached mode increases the overall bandwidth, including the number of threads needed to realize the maximum bandwidth. In this case, the memory does not saturate until 64 threads are used, and it reached speeds of 175 GB/s, over double that of just DRAM. Figure 5 shows the stream results for the MCDRAM in flat mode. In this case, all 256 cores are needed to achieve the maximum bandwidth, which is near 350GB/s. These results clearly show the MCDRAM is capable of the advertised bandwidth, however, it needs to be used in flat mode to achieve it. While the MCDRAM in cached mode gives only about half of the performance of the MCDRAM in flat mode, it is still nearly double that of the traditional DRAM memory. This means that even programs with working sets greater than the 16GB MCDRAM can potentially see some performance improvements. 
Results

Stream
LMbench latency
The memory latency as measured by the lat_mem_rd benchmark is given in Figure 6 . For each of the three memory configurations, the lowest buffer sizes result in a high number of hits in the L1 cache, with a latency of about 3 nanoseconds (ns). This can be seen as the lowest and leftmost tier on each of the three graphs. Once the buffer size becomes greater than the 32 KB L1 D-cache, the 1 MB L2 cache is utilized, resulting in latency measurements of 7 or 14 ns. In this tier, two distinct lines can be seen, the lowest being at 7 ns and the higher being at 14 ns. In cases like this when certain stride values result in a lower latency (7 ns) than others (14 ns), the lower values are generally attributed to the effects of prefetching. These effects can be difficult to predict without knowing the prefetching algorithms that are being used. This same effect can be seen in the final tier, which shows the latency to main memory.
The rightmost tier for buffer sizes greater than 1 MB represents the latency to main memory. This means something different in each of the three modes, and is the point where the graphs start to diverge. As with the L2 cache, the smaller stride values are affected by the prefetching of memory, and have a lower latency. The higher latency should be interpreted as the memory latency. For the traditional DRAM this is about 150 ns, the MCDRAM is about 175 ns, and the cached mode MCDRAM is about 175 ns. While the stream benchmarks showed a substantial bandwidth increase when using the MCDRAM, it comes at a cost of higher latency, about 1.15x. This means that using the MCDRAM can hurt program performance if the memory access pattern is sparse.
The buffer size used in the above tests is 4 MB, which is smaller than the 16 GB MCDRAM. This means that in cached mode, the entire buffer can fit into the MCDRAM cache. In order to examine the latency on MCDRAM cache misses, a very large buffer (64 GB) was used. These results are shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8 . The lower tiers for the L1, L2, and main memory remain the same, but for very large sizes the latency increases dramatically. There is a plateau at 190-200 ns that is presumably the latency for a miss in the MCDRAM, but there is also a number of latencies dramatically higher. It is presumed by the author that these high latencies are a results of compounding MCDRAM misses that become increasingly expensive as the bandwidth between the MCDRAM and the main DRAM saturates. These repeated misses seem to dramatically degrade performance as data is swapped from DRAM to MCDRAM. Further studies are needed to confirm this hypothesis, but programmers should be weary that applications with sparse memory access patterns could create this condition. 
LMbench bandwidth
The bandwidth benchmark from LMbench was used to measure the read bandwidth of varying numbers of processes. Figure 10 shows the total read bandwidth of all threads as the number of threads is increased. The bandwidths are identical until more than eight threads are used, at which point, the MCDRAM provides superior bandwidth. Figure 11 shows the same test, but reports the average bandwidth as seen by a single thread. Again, the bandwidths are similar until over eight threads are used, at which point the per thread bandwidth from the traditional DRAM drops dramatically as the memory bandwidth is saturated. The MCDRAM sees some per-thread bandwidth drop off, however, it is minimal.
These results demonstrate that it is necessary to utilize a large number of threads in order to realize the benefits of the MCDRAM. Certain memory constrained applications run with fewer possible processes per node than the system can allow, because each process needs a very large memory footprint. These applications would not likely see any performance improvement from the MCDRAM, if too few processes are used to realize its maximum bandwidth. 
Hash tables
The results for the hash table performance test are given in Table 2 . Because of the sparse memory access pattern of hash table operations, this benchmark was of particular interest after observing the latency measurements of the MCDRAM. The table shows results for three different hash map implementations. The dense and sparse implementations are provided by Google, and the standard is from the system c ++ library. For each test, four operations of interest are reported, and three different object sizes are tested. For many test configurations, the high latency of the MCDRAM did not hurt the hash table performance. The Google hash tables received little slowdown, less than 10%. The standard hash implementation faired much worse, running as much as 3x as long on MCDRAM as in regular DRAM. This demonstrates that for applications with sparse memory access patterns, using the MCDRAM offers little benefit in any cases and slowdowns in certain cases. 
Single node LINPACK
The results for the single node LINPACK provided by Intel, with the Intel compiler suite, are provided in Table 3 . This benchmark was run with 256 OpenMP threads for each of the three memory configurations. The performance of the Knights Landing processor remained constant in each of the three modes. While the MCDRAM performed worse than the traditional DRAM on the hash table benchmark, no such slowdown was present in this benchmark, which does not have the sparse access pattern of the hash table benchmark.
The results for the multi-node LINPACK implementation provided by Intel are given in Table 4 . For the three memory modes, this benchmark was run with four MPI process, 64 threads per process. The performance is measured in gigaflops (GFLOPS), which remains constant across the three memory modes. Because this benchmark is designed for multiple-nodes, the cluster-mode, and the single-node cluster modes with two and four nodes were tested. In these modes, the Knights Landing chip acts as if it is either two or four separate nodes. The DRAM memory is divided so that nodes use memory that is physically closer to their processing cores, and the MCDRAM is split among the nodes and is used as a cache for each memory bank. Each of these cluster modes were tested with one message passing interface (MPI) process per cluster. Both cluster modes performed better than the non-cluster modes, with the two-cluster modes receiving a 1.35x speedup, and the four-cluster mode receiving a 1.12x speedup. 
Conjugant gradient
The high-performance conjugant gradient benchmark provided by Intel received the largest speedup from the MCDRAM, with the results given in Table 5 . This benchmark saw speedups reaching 3.7x when using the MCDRAM in cache mode. The benchmark was run with a varying number of MPI processes and threads per process, and in all cases using the MCDRAM in flat or cached mode provided large performance improvements. The flat mode MCDRAM was not tested with four MPI processes, because at this point, the memory footprint exceeded 16 GB. The cluster modes with both two and four clusters were also tested, and like the multi-processor LINPACK, benchmark showed improvements over the non-cluster mode, reaching an extra 10% speedup. 
Programmer/Administrator Recommendations
These results show that there is no right answer as to how to use the MCDRAM on the new Intel Phi Knights Landing. While the MCDRAM can provided very high-bandwidth to memory hungry applications with multiple threads, it comes with an inherent risk that applications with sparse memory patterns can see slowdowns. While it would be nice if system administrators could simply pass the problem to programmers, the different memory and cluster modes are set at boot time, and therefore, cannot be changed. This forces system administrators to decide what users will receive. A careful survey of your service center representative applications is recommended to understand the types of memory patterns that are used.
Flat mode seems to be a safe choice, it provides power users the ability to manually program the MCDRAM from their applications, other users will carry on oblivious to its existence. This method will do-no-harm, but depending on your service center user base, this new memory technology could go virtually unused. Setting the system to cached mode will allow all users to take advantage of the MCDRAM, and this comes with two distinct disadvantages. First, there are potential slowdowns with applications that have sparse memory access patterns. This could lead to behavior that users do not anticipate and is hard for them to debug. Second, in cached mode, power users lose the ability to manually program the MCDRAM from inside their applications, a step that is necessary to achieve maximum performance.
The trade-off between cluster modes seems to be much more straightforward, with well scaling MPI applications performing better in cluster mode. In this mode, the user loses the ability to run one OpenMP or otherwise threaded program on a single node, so an understanding of your centers applications is necessary. Additionally, poorly scaling hybrid OpenMP/MPI programs might be better off in single mode, if the OpenMP parallelism is more scalable than the MPI parallelism. Overall however, the typical types of applications that are run on supercomputers should run better with the single node cluster modes.
In an ideal world, programmers would be able to set the memory configuration options of the Knights Landing at job time. In order for this to be possible, either Intel would need to modify the Knights Landing to be adjustable at runtime, or batch schedulers would need to accept arguments about memory options and reboot the nodes into the right mode before jobs run. Rebooting compute nodes in large clusters takes on the order of minutes, but the speedup and slowdowns shown in this TR make such a cost worthwhile for long running jobs, which are typical on these types of systems.
Future Work
The MCDRAM memory shows promise in accelerating applications that require high memory bandwidth, as shown is this work. While these results show the capabilities of the MCDRAM, they do not explore using the programing API to specifically allocate arrays into the high bandwidth memory. Greater performance gains could be obtained by programmers with knowledge of their applications by placing critical memory segments into MCDRAM. This approach would provide high bandwidth to the data in the MCDRAM, and would also alleviate pressure to the main memory, thus, increasing its performance. Case studies involving specific applications being programed to utilize the MCDRAM would be an obvious next step in research, as it would be enlightening to see the performance of these memory tuned applications compared to normal DRAM and cached mode.
Conclusion
The high bandwidth MCDRAM on the Knights Landing processor provides programmers access to memory with up to 6x performance of traditional DRAM. This huge performance increase comes with many additional considerations that programs must examine in order to ensure their applications behave as expected. One such consideration is the increase in latency, which could lead to 3x slowdowns for certain sparse memory patterns. Additionally, high numbers of threads need to be performing memory accesses simultaneously in order to realize the maximum bandwidth. Programmers are also faced with options regarding the single node cluster configurations, and all of these options must be set when the processor is booted. Programmers need to carefully consider these options, as well as their applications characteristics, in order to properly configure their systems to see performance gains. This work aims to serve as a guide to helping programmers understand how to use the MCDRAM and how it will affect their application performance. The MCDRAM is a technology with a huge potential benefit, but it is not effortless to transition to this technology.
